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OYSC Tie-Breaking Procedure
NOTE: As a recreational soccer league, OYSC will not use tie-breaking procedures which involve goal
differentials or goals scored/allowed. In all the following information, “points” refers to the points
earned in the standings; not to goals.

1. Division standings will be based on points with three points awarded for each win, one point for
each tie, and no points for each loss.
2. If, due to unpreventable circumstances, teams play an unequal number of games, standings will
be based on points per game played.
3. If two teams are tied in the standings, the first tie-breaker will be record in head-to-head
games.
4. If the teams remain tied, the second tie-breaker will be points in games against common
opponents which they played an equal number of times. (i.e. both teams must have played a
third team to consider those results for this tie-breaker, but if one team has played an opponent
an extra time, no games against that opponent will be considered.)
5. If three or more teams are tied, the first tie-breaker will be average points in all head-to-head
games among the tied teams. (All games among the teams will be considered, even if some
pairs have played more times than others or have not played.) If any two teams remain tied, the
second tie-breaker will be individual head-to-head games. If any teams still remain tied, the
third tie-breaker will be points against common opponents which the teams played an equal
number of times.
6. If a tie remains for fourth place or lower, the teams will be considered tied. If a tie remains for
one of the first three places, the teams will have a playoff game for the places in question.
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